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Showing up on Social Media
Social media has been around now since about 2006 so it isn’t really new
anymore. We’ve had time to figure out a bit about how best to use it to
support our organization/personal vision or mission in service to the world
or our little corner of it.
As with any new tool, social media shook up traditional fields that were
the most impacted by it, namely, marketing and public relations. Many of
our perspectives and methods for outreach were wrapped up in these
methods. We marketing or promoted our message using the old rules as
we leaned in and began to identify more meaning in social media and
additional ways to use the tools more effectively.
More recent thinking tends to lean toward this:
Those using social media beyond marketing
will lead their industries in growth.
In this training we are looking at how to get a good solid start or re-start in
social media and some ways to move our use of social media beyond
marketing.
Technologies, and social technologies in particular, are always changing.
Think about changes in your lifetime to the way you listen to music?
Consider how you use your phone or notice how you watch television?
Think about how many bits and pieces of technology were rendered
obsolete with the smart phone e.g., home phone, answering machine,
notepad, timer, alarm clock, radio, stereo, television, rolodex, computer
and even your credit cards!
How do those of us doing the work of prevention show up on social media
so we can have conversations with others about the things we care about
in our communities? Why show up? Where do we show up? What do we
offer? How do we engage? This is what we are focused on here.
Showing up
To show up is to choose to be present and pay attention to what has
heart and meaning for you. More than filling a chair, we can choose to
show up mentally, emotionally, physically and yes, even spiritually. To
show up is to bring your energy and be present whether face-to-face or
online.
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Develop Your Presence
How do you get started developing your presence online? People will see
your profile and posts which is basically how they figure out whether to
follow and pay attention to you or not. So how do you get a good start?
1. Complete your profile. To do this best prepare a photo and a brief
bio that you can use consistently across platforms. Never leave
yourself anonymous if you want to be taken seriously, followed or
otherwise valued in the online space. Post a photo or logo, your
name, location (at least your state) and a brief bio. Its good to add
an email address so others can contact you if needed. If you aim to
become a trusted resource and thought leader in prevention, you’ll
need to be present and visible.
2. Connect first. Too often I see teams or coalitions jump onto social
media and launch themselves immediately into some kind of
marketing campaign. It is best not to do that. Connect first, talk,
learn, grow and support. Develop your presence so that you can
have a social media style conversation rather than one-way
marketing. Remember, people like to connect with people, not
organizations so be yourself first.
3. Authenticity and transparency. These words get tossed around a lot
in the world of social media. To be authentic and transparent
doesn’t mean to share everything your group, team or organization
does behind the scenes. It does mean that whatever you do share
needs to be honest and as transparent as possible while supportive
of your mission/vision.
4. Engagement. In the past we’ve not had reliable online methods for
engaging or measuring engagement. We’ve been able to reach
out (impressions) but not necessarily to “engage” people. Now we
can. How? First, give people something worthwhile to talk about
and offered in a way that draws them into the conversation.
5. Be intentional. Before doing any kind of social media, think through
what your intention is and use your intentions as your guide to
engagement. For example, we intend to show up on social media
with a generous spirit to help inform and education and involve our
community of a topic we all care about. Hold that intention as a
guide for deciding how to engage people in a respectful way.
In order to do all these things well and consistently we simply must be
prepared. It’s always easier to prep in advance if you know what you
need so here’s three quick things you can do to get your basics ready.
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1. Profile Picture
There are nuances for each platform’s profile picture but the one thing
that seems remain the same across all of them is a SQUARE profile image.
It may vary in size but it is always square. For example, Facebook profile
image is 180 x 180 pixels. What you’ll often find is that your logo may be
rectangular rather than square. This means the platform dimensions may
cut off your logo on each side in order to come up with a square.
You may need to see your public information office or marketing
department for support in getting your logo to fit the predetermined size
for the platform you choose.
2. Standard Bio
Whether it’s your personal account, a coalition account or an
organizational account, you’ll want to prepare a standard bio for use
across multiple platforms. This gives a consistent presence in every place
where you show up. The file limitation does vary some, usually between
120 characters and 160 characters so use that for a start. Be sure to
include your organization’s web site or blog link in your bio. The notion is to
always be drawing people to your primary online address.
3. Background Header
Most sites are now using a background header as well. This is a much
larger header space on which your profile picture sits. If you have the
software and want to prepare these from scratch you may do so. If not,
consider using the free platform Canva at www.canva.com. On this site
you can simply choose the header you want to create e.g., facebook,
twitter, LinkedIn, etc. and upload an image of your choice. It
automatically sizes the image to the specific dimensions of the platform.
Once you’re ready, download it from Canva to your desktop and upload
it to the appropriate platform. You’re all set.
Now to get your bearings
Whether a coalition or organization, you most likely have a mission or
vision statement to help guide you on the focus or boundaries for the
content you’ll be posting. On your personal account, you’ll have more
freedom to post as you wish. Your organization may also have a social
media policy so be sure to check on any guide that may be available to
you. Beyond the policy, you’ll be deciding what kind of content to post,
offer and talk about. Be prepared to explore your posts with others who
may not hold the same definition or even the same values. Be prepared.
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Where are you?
In the greater social media realm, where are you already established on
social media? Do you have a website? Blog? How about Facebook?
Twitter? Instagram? YouTube? Pinterest?
Most of us find ourselves joining one social media platform or another and
then figuring out what to do and say as we spend some time there. Who
do we connect with? What is your intention? Are the people you most
hope to reach and engage also on the platform? Is your presence being
leveraged with other places you and they show up?

5. What else is possible?

Instructions: Beginning
with three online
locations, e.g.. website
or blog, and two
platforms consider the
following questions. If
you have more, add
them to the diagram.
1. What are the strengths
of each platform?
2. What is your purpose
in being there?
3. In how many ways
can you intentionally
leverage each with the
others?
4. What’s already
working well?

Look Around for best practices
Most platforms now have built in metrics of some type so you’ll be able to
at least begin to understand the people who are seeing your message
and to what extent they are engaging.
• Are you connecting with the people you intend to connect with?
• Is the audience as big as you want it to be?
• Are you connecting with enough people in your community to seed
the conversations?
• What do you have to offer them?
Consider replicating some best practices where they fit y our intention
and purpose. See if they work for you too. Adapt to your purposes.
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Remember, there is a lot to be learned from other disciplines as well. Don’t
be afraid to try a new idea from another field or industry and see if it
provides an innovation for your work.
Map your Network

Instructions: Consider your prevention network? Like a coalition’s sectors,
what is the equivalent at your level? Are you connected with key people
from other agencies, organizations, coalitions and associations? To what
extent do they (and you) support messaging from others? Remember, if
you support others, they’ll often support you in turn. We’re all after the
same thing – improved health and wellness in our communities all across
the continuum.
Build a Following
While you have your provider network and often a coalition network or
connections to people in the community – take time to build a following
also called a “list”. This collects the email address (and perhaps other
information) so that you can continue to connect with people who
support your work.
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Prepare a simple “opt-in” form so that people who
land on your website or blog can subscribe to your
newsletter or opt-in for something you offer e.g., a
kit, an ebook, parenting tips, etc. Once people
subscribe you have their permission to continue to
engage as long as they remain subscribed.
Where are your people?
It is helpful to know where your people (priority population, supporters)
show up in the community and online. Knowing this provides an
opportunity to reach out and engage in both traditional and nontraditional ways. For example, you may want to have a flyer to distribute
at a local sporting event or something in hand to provide when you make
a presentation for a local group. Always include your web address and
any social media platforms that you’re on so people can find you, follow
you and engage with you. For the social media platforms, you’ll want to
create visual content (images, video) that communicates your message
and engages people with meaningful questions.
While you will want to dig deeper locally to discover where the actual
people you want to engage with hang out online, you can also get some
good clues from data. PEW Internet and American Life Project collect
some of the most helpful and useful data to help you plan your online
presence. Notice the demographics
for each platform and consider to
what extent they fit your intended
population profile?
Facebook is the equivalent of the
third largest country on the planet.
Nearly 80% of online adults use
Facebook. Across the board,
facebook meets most populations at
a level that would be sufficient to
engage.
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Instagram has about 32% of online
adults use it. At this time, more women
than men, and a slighter younger
audience.

LinkedIn is mostly used by those with some
college or have a college degree. More
men than women and those employed
and making a significant salary.
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Twitter is also a young demographic,
college educated and earns a
significant salary. Twitter users are
about evenly divided between men
and women.

Pinterest is a visual platform where
people can save key visuals they find
online and share with others. It is most
popular and highly valued by women
(18-49) who have some college or a
degree plus they make a decent
salary.
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Online Attitude
When you are choosing what to post and what to say about what you
post, be attentive to your attitude or stance. What is your intention? Do
you aim to be uplifting? Preachy? Happy? Excited? Curious? Scary?
Shocking? Negative? Positive? Consider the tone or attitude of what you
post. You want to touch an emotion but not always the same emotion
every time. Demonstrate a range of feelings and be sure you’re not being
“Chicken Little” or “Negative Ned”.
Social media is like connective tissue, or social glue, between providers
and communities. If we aim to be informing and educating the
community then we must speak truth and frame our posts with a caring
stance. If your aim is to become a thought leader, then do be attentive to
the attitude and perspective you demonstrate with your online and offline
presence. It is worthwhile to post or share interesting content that nudges
curiosity and opens conversation. Offer content that meets your goal
whether you aim to inform, educate or inspire people.
People will see a lot of funny, joyful posts in their social media feel and will
also see some that are disquieting. If you can offer a ray of help and hope
that lifts people up – you will be doing a positive service in the community
and supporting a proactive stance toward living into a desired future.
Like the late Maya Angelou has said, “people will forget what you said,
people will forget what you did, but people will never forget how you
made them feel.”
As a gift for this training webinar, you may download the ebook, The Eight Step Social
Media Path at
https://www.dropbox.com/s/wwmzi2o1zqr5jse/8StepSoMePatheBook.pdf?dl=0
and the one page tracker here
https://www.dropbox.com/s/30oj02zlolfqha6/8StepPathTracker.pdf?dl=0
Cover photo, Ross Mayfield, creative commons
http://www.flickr.com/photos/ross/481518848/
Social Media Image Sizes: The 2016 Cheat Sheet
https://www.godaddy.com/garage/webpro/design/facebook-profile-picture-size-andmore/
Pew Research Center, Social Media Update 2016
http://www.pewinternet.org/2016/11/11/social-media-update-2016/
LaDonna Coy, MHR, CPS, CDLA
Learning Chi, Inc.
www.ladonnacoy.com
903.870.8655 (wireless)
ladonna@learningchi.com
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